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Joistings 22
Reviewing Mathews’ Lonergan’s Quest, and Ours.
This is not at all a review of Mathews’ mighty work. Certainly I can give a brief
personal reaction to it which could be helpful in your reading of it, your benefitting
from it. To do that I think it best to lead you first to Bill’s last sentence. “As, slowly, our
attunement to it [the vision quest] grows, it leaves us, progressively, with a sense of a
startling strange and irreducibly mysterious dimension to the desire at the heart of the
human, the desire that quests and authors.”1 Bill and I grew up in this attunement over
decades, but I can claim an earlier start. It is now fifty years since I began reading
Lonergan, with Insight coming a year later, and I have stayed with it, progressively
finding it increasingly startlingly strange and mysterious. Even this week, as I finally
broke through in the central problem of quantum mechanics, which I have grappled
with since 19562, I had to conclude that Lonergan’s efforts in Insight - especially in
chapters 5 and 16, were and are at a remoteness that was quite beyond the reachings of
Einstein, Feynman, Hawking, Bell, Penrose, etc etc. But that is another story, to be told
in chapter 14 of a forthcoming book, Lonergan’s Standard Model of Effective Global Inquiry.
My topic here is that Standard Model, where the name brings in a clear reference to
present physics, though the standard model of Lonergan sublates fantastically that
standard model.
But before I get to the question and the quest of sublation, I must recall my
acquisition of Bill’s book at the Lonergan Conference at Loyola Marymount, Los
Angeles, in March 2006. First there was the shock of finding what I might call the cutoff, a halt with the completion of Insight. Some moments later there was the delight at
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the cunning of the cut-off: that cut-off leaves the book as a clear challenge to the
philosophical tradition.3 Will the challenge be met, taken up? The point of my viewing,
reviewing, however, is, oddly, not the problem of such a taking up.4 My viewing here is,
I would suspect, a viewing that is read only by disciples of Lonergan interested in
getting Mathews’ perspective on the man and his struggle. Well, you wont: Or should I
say, you will, if you climb with him towards the meaning of his last sentence. What do I
mean by “climb with him”?
I climbed with him in memory through his dense delineation of the climb,
thinking also of his slow laborious climb towards that delineation.5 How does one
climb with him? In the full sense, that question and that invitation points to a Proustian
cherishing of that cup of tea, that piece of cake6, on which you might strive to take a
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stand: is it your cup of tea, are to up to cognizing that it is not a piece of cake, not a
ramble round a familiar problem? That same summer of 1953 in which Lonergan
gathered the story of his climb for publication, Hillary and Tensing climbed Everest.
That climb is now almost a popular excursion, but in contrast Lonergan’s climb was a
climb to the invention of a mountain, a mountain that vanished in the print, to be
reinvented by some few in this century, by a community in millennia to come. Is it your
cup of tea, your bucket of being? I am thinking now of Newton’s spinning bucket and of
the title of the first section of chapter 14 of Lonergan’s Standard Model of Effective Global
Inquiry: “Spinning Newton’s Bucket.” How well did you climb with Lonergan through
that dense couple of pages he wrote about Newton’s bucket?7 Mathews’ climb is much
more densely expressed than that. Where does this leave you? I would ask you at least
to entertain my paralleling seriously. Come to sense the parallel: reading about
Everest’s conquest is clearly a different venture from putting your best foot skyward.
Mathews’ book, will not, I suspect, be read with Proustian seriousness by the
present generation of Lonergan students, much less taken seriously by the wider
tradition. Its fate, in our times, is to be the fate of Insight. The longer cycle of decline
does not slope up abruptly.8 How, then, might one envisage an effective turn for the
better?
Notice that we have reached, in this question, an expression of the other half of
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Lonergan’s quest, one that was - as I know from Bill - part of his earlier text. Bill might
well have written in his Epilogue, as Lonergan did in the beginning of his Epilogue to
Insight, of “the inception of a far larger” work. But Bill has done his bit, and there is a
profound sense in which that far larger work has to be taken up as a task of community
in history facing “the real catch”9 of history: the improbable shift to the emergence of a
general global taken-for-giftedness of the “many members of that one body” in
“satisfactory”10 care of emergent probability.
We come now to the question of our pragmatic quest, which is the question of
the August 2006 gathering in Vancouver. That is a quest for the beginnings of functional
specialization. But the quest here is for a core motivation to pursue personally or at least
promote communally that quest. The motivation comes from recognizing that the
deeper quest of Lonergan was to change history. My conviction is that the heart of the
dynamics of that changing was his discovery of February 1965, the invention of
functional specialization. But he had characterized what he was looking for more than a
dozen years before when he gave his five-point sketch of Cosmopolis at the conclusion
of chapter 7 of Insight.
The exercise that I now invite is a creative reading of that sketch. Bear in mind, of
course, all that I have said about the denseness of both Lonergan and Mathews: this
packed conclusion to section 8 of chapter 7 of Insight is the result of a quarter century of
climbing. I regularly paused with students, in my two decades of undergraduate
teaching, over the problem of reaching for meaning here, by taking a single phrase of
the section, “the social situation deteriorates cumulatively.”11 The suggested question -
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for you now - is for the meaning of that phrase, a meaning that should have some
growing bone-bent marrow-mesh. Is that deterioration such as to “make human life
unlivable”12 for you, nerve-edged by “the monster that has stood forth in our day”13: or
are you just puttering along fairly contentedly numb in this evil low point of the long
axial period?
There is little point in my summarizing the five characteristics. What I would
prefer to do is to expand them considerably and to add to them a sixth characterization:
the one implicit here: the answer to Lonergan’s quest is functional specialization.14
Further, what is meant by “expand” can be gleaned from my efforts to enlighten the
community on that sixth characterization and gleaned too can be the seeming futility of
the effort in the face of what I refer to as “the catch of history.”15 One escapes that catch
by rising in the Clasp of history to genuine fantasy and the mention of that rising and
that Clasp allows me to lay aside an obvious feature of Cosmopolis: the problem is not
the divine collaboration but ours, and that is my focus.16 We must do everything, to
recall Ignatius of Loyola, as if the result depended solely on that effort.
But I must leave you to the exercise of reading those few pages, catching here
and there little insights within what has to be a slow humble effort to embrace history
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within the Clasp of history.
Does functional specialization, in the longer cycle of incline, “force and cajole,”17
but not as police? As a global dynamic of inquiry, is it not “to witness to the possibility
of ideas”?18 Is it not extremely practical in going about its own non-busybody business
of recycling, so that it “does not waste its time and energy”19 on controversy and
pseudo-dialogue? Is not that recycling also relentlessly self-critical of its future and
ours? Finally, fifthly, is not the implementation of that fantasy of a global integral omnidisciplinary collaboration “not easy”?20
So we come to my additional characterization, one that merges with Lonergan’s
remarks in his “Conclusion”. “A final observation has to do with method.”21 He recalls
his view of generalized empirical method, which for me is the first of the three
definitions pointed to in Joistings 21. Then he writes ”in the present chapter, the nature
of this generalized method has come to light” The light is his limp ineffective view of
dialectic, a dialectic that in its developed form would be as effectively relevant to global
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progress as “the operator equation is to recent physics.”22 It would bring conscious
subjects in their neural basis together in an “integration for specialized studies” that
would be “adjustable to any course of events.”23 One may think of that togetherness in
the context of his 29 mentions of collaboration in the penultimate section of Insight.
And then one might muse over that weak final section of the book, where he leans so
heavily on a slim intimation of the relevance of the Speak and Spoke and Clasp of
history: “The problem of general history, which is the real catch”24 had thus far defeated
the fifty year old genius. It would be more than a decade before he would bring forth
his location of dialectic in a new set of differentiations of human consciousness. He was
then to sketch, in those tired years of the late 1960s, briefly and at times badly, what for
me is his final achievement on method: the fourth definition of generalized empirical
method.
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